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On one side of the work, are books floating in  
a cage; at the opposite end, are men and women 
in a cell. These fields of visibility are often 
doubled by accompanying fields of audibility . 
So, while looking at the scene, one can also 
hear voices of human beings trapped, for in-
stance, in the Aula Bunker of the Foro Italico, 
where one of the most important trials from the 
Years of Lead (the so-called “anni di piombo”) 
was celebrated. It is not a re-presentation  . 
The line of time here is bent in the circle  
of the eternal return. Voices of revolutionary  
people in cages who mingled with the voices of 
the court return time and time again, not to  
recall our past, but to give meaning to how  
constitutive of our present it is. Prisoners  
and persecutors: persecutors become prisoners  
of their own prison, and we ourselves, prisoners 
of our own history. The fragmented voices of the 
protagonists, memories from the underground, 
still reach and affect, like an eternal return 
of a past that in fact does not pass and cannot 
pass. Like it or not, it is the soil of our his-
tory and the question to know how one has been 
trapped in the fences of our own history still 
pervades. 

As mentioned, posed opposite the men and  
women in the cell, are books located in a cage: 
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in his coMMentary  
of Michel foucault’s 
work, gilles Deleuze 
Makes it clear the 
relationship between 
these fielDs. in  
particular, he speaks 
of visibility anD  
sayability (which  
incluDes Discursive 
anD not-Discursive 
practices) anD  
explains how these  
DiMensions set up a 
new configuration  
of thought going 
beyonD (anD against) 
any phenoMenological 
approach (g. Deleuze, 
Foucault, Minneapolis: 
university of Minne-
sota press, 1988).  
 
 
 
very significantly 
paul klee reMarks that 
art Does not reproDuce 
the visible; rather, 
it Makes visible. the 
function of represen-
tation in our MoDern 
culture has been 
Deeply investigateD 
by louis Marin in his 
reMarks on the power 
of iMages (on RepRe-
sentation, stanforD, 
stanforD university 
press, 2001).
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reinforced and doubled within their imprison-
ment. Firstly, the writing captured the sayable 
(and, by the same token, the seeable); and then, 
such an experience, trapped in books, undergoes 
a process of meaning cleansing whereby its in-
trinsic polyphony has to be reduced to the only 
accepted meaning. Those who police meaning act 
powerfully in order to prevent any additional 
meanings: nothing should escape the fortress of 
the univocal meaning. Everything is to be locked 
in the citadel of the one and only permitted 
meaning: such was the control over the dissi-
dence during the Stalinian period, which tells 
us a lot about the functioning of biopolitical 
power in our modern societies. 

Nevertheless, books, things, bodies, and human 
beings are not the only inmates of the cells. 
The 8 m2 of the prison cell on the Island of 
Santo Stefano, next to the larger Island 
Ventotene, doesn’t entail anything, anymore, at 
least not apparently. However, does a real void 
exist? Supposing we take an imprint in lead of 
the floor from the cell of this prison. The 
heavy lead sheet has to be transported to the 
island, to be put down on the floor and hammered 
or treated in a way that the surface becomes the 
negative of the existing floor. At this point, 
it will speak to us. You will be able to see, to 

hear, and to decipher fragments of stories, of 
people’s lives, and their resistance; in a word 
what remains of their suffering. Bodies, lives, 
experiences, once imprisoned there, are still 
there to remind us that they were imprisoned 
once and forever. 
To take an imprint of the floor of the cell is 
not only a technical procedure: it is a politi-
cal method of historical analysis . It consists 
not in showing how absurd or irrational our sys-
tem is nor how excessively rational and inhuman 
it has become, but rather to reveal its intrinsic 
rationality. It is not a matter of recalling how 
absurd our daily life is. The absurd would only 
be the dark side of a meaning, which already 
left. On the contrary, Rossella Biscotti’s work 
confronts us with power mechanisms and their 
functioning in modern societies. It is not a 
question of reason and unreason, rational and 
irrational, meaning and absurd, but of the  
understanding of the intrinsic rationality of  
systems in which we are trapped. What is at  
issue in her work is the organization of a gaze 
that lets appear the mechanisms to which we are 
linked and subjugated (the imprisonment, for  
instance). Her work aims at producing an experi-
ence trying to reach a certain point in life that 
is as close as possible to the unliveable, to 
that which can’t be lived through. As Foucault 
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the artist is here 
reDuceD to its Most 
crucial function:  
the invention, the 
connection of forces. 
he/she is an inventor, 
a connector of forces; 
he/she Makes visible. 
(see gabriel tarDe, 
l’opposition univeR-
selle, eMpecheurs 
penser en ronD, paris, 
1999; iD, on commu-
nication and social 
inFluence: selected 
papeRs, university  
of chicago press,  
chicago, 2011).
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outlines, what is required is the maximum of  
intensity and the maximum of impossibility at 
the same time. It is not a question of unfolding 
the field of possibilities related to everyday 
experience, and attempting to recapture the 
meaning of everyday experience. It is rather  
a question of wrenching the subject from itself, 
of bringing it to its annihilation or its disso-
lution  . 
The experience of imprisonment appears to many 
of us so far from our daily life. But certainly: 
to some it must also appear too close. So far, 
so close...

Let’s take into account the perimeter of the 
former Nazi concentration camp of Bolzano, or 
the Panopticon structure of the prison of Santo 
Stefano: in either case the wall and the archi-
tectonic structure are still there, although,  
in a case, the wall has been re-used as fences 
for an apartment complex, and, in the other one, 
the empty Panopticon structure remains as a rel-
ic remembering its former function. It is still 
there to remind us that other Panopticon struc-
tures are still at work, albeit somewhere else. 
Both the Bolzano wall and the Santo Stefano 
prison play a paradigmatic function consisting 
in making comprehensible (that is visible, un-
derstandable…) a series of phenomena that haunt 

our daily life. Walls of concentration camps  
became fences for an apartment complex; prisons, 
internal and external borders populate our daily 
experience. And yet, everyday, we go round and 
round by progressively paying less and less at-
tention to them. It is not a question of being 
provided with a supplementary eye in order to 
penetrate the depths that are hidden under the 
crust of the visible; everything is visible, all 
too visible. We are dazzled because of the ex-
cess of light illuminating everything. Oedipus 
had one eye too many preventing him from seeing. 
When his blindness, caused by exposure to too 
much light, left him, he was compelled to return 
to blindness if he wanted to stay alive; for so 
tragic was the knowledge he had acquired while 
he had sight.
The work of the artist consists not in showing 
the invisible, but in showing the extent to 
which the invisibility of the visible is invisi-
ble. The silence is broken; for the experiences 
described by Rossella blow up like a light 
breaking the darkness of the night. The thin 
line separating the border of our being from the 
journey at the extreme limit of human being is 
drawn behind us. 

We experience the possibility that lines circum-
scribing confinements can extend larger than the 
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the core of this  
political anD MethoDo-
logical approach is 
outlineD by the work 
of foucault. see  
“interview with  
Michel foucault”, in 
m. Foucault, poweR. 
essential woRks oF 
Foucault 1954-1984, 
vol. 3 (eDiteD by 
JaMes D. faubion), the 
new press, new york, 
1997, p. 241-248.
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8 m2 of a cell. The wall, for instance, closing 
the perimeter of the former Nazi concentration 
camp of Bolzano; the sea surrounding the island 
of Santo Stefano, locking the cells of the pris-
on yet again: the sea, a cell of the cells. 
However, there are also other forms of confine-
ments, of internal and external borders: the 
monochrome yellow enveloping the human brain  
in an indistinct space, where memories, dreams,  
and nightmares mingle with one another and make 
impossible the difference between illusion and 
reality, for instance. 
Prisoners and prisons, patients and physicians, 
industrial plants and workers, utopian projects 
of ideal cities and the unknown motivation of an 
individual running across the ground of an in-
dustrial plant. Subjugated knowledge, subaltern 
classes, people deprived of any word find their 
position in this interplay between visible and 
sayability, as constructed by Rossella. But she 
does not give voice to those who, by definition, 
do not possess it by just imposing upon them her 
own interpretation. Her procedure consists of 
collecting and selecting notes, memories, frag-
ments of life, in order to return what remains 
of a history.

We know to what extent (artistic and not only) 
works exceed the boundaries of the author’s  

creation. They always entail flight lines,  
margins that cannot be bridled into a unitary 
conception. The notion of author is highly prob-
lematic  . We are confronted with a work produc-
ing percepts and affects  . We are affected by 
it. Faced with Rossella’s work, one feels, from 
time to time, a note of melancholy emerging here 
and there as a constant leitmotiv. This has 
nothing to do with any pessimistic conception of 
life. It is not at all a question of pessimism 
or optimism. It is a question, rather, of an 
emotive affection enveloping you; the same, let 
me say, you experience when faced with the great 
works of Primo Levi or Robert Antelme. One 
knows, their work does not deal at all with the 
idea of a (bad) nature of human beings. And it’s 
known that they are not at all trying to say 
that we all are and were equally responsible for 
what has happened. Nonetheless, shame is felt at 
crimes perpetrated against other human beings: 
you feel shame at your powerlessness to prevent 
that such events took place. You feel shame at 
the small compromises you are obliged to make 
every day in order to survive. This draws a kind 
of “grey zone”, as Primo Levi says, enveloping 
you and the whole of mankind; a grey zone that 
will no more leave you, that inexorably accompa-
nies you from morning to night, from life to 
death. It is the shame you feel because you know 
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see M. foucault,  
“what is an author?” 
in iD., aesthetics, 
method, and epistemol-
ogy. essential woRks 
oF Foucault 1954-1984, 
the new press, new 
york 1998, vol. ii.  
 
 
g. Deleuze/f.  
guattari, what is 
philosophy?, coluMbia 
university press, new 
york, 1996, part ii, 
chap. 7: “percept,  
affect, anD concept”.
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how the machine functions and, nonetheless, you 
still let it go on. 

To be sure: Rossella does not tell the story of 
an omnipresent power that incessantly overwhelms 
us from morning till night. It is not a question 
of repression or of an age of terror. To believe 
that society works, since people ignore how it 
functions, would be as misleading as the idea 
that it functions since everybody knows how pow-
erful its mechanisms of control are. Neither  
ignorance nor excess of knowledge explains what 
allows society to get gathered. 
When we look at this work, we understand that 
mechanisms of power are more effective and sub-
tle than we can believe. Tiny lines of power do 
not stop crossing society at different levels. 
There are not only physical borders and lines 
confining bodies; but also internal and external 
borders; prisons can trap bodies, but can also 
be prisons for the soul; the Panopticon archi-
tecture extends to the whole of society and  
becomes the paradigm of the control society. We 
ourselves are the controllers of ourselves, even 
before being (or, at any rate, at the same time) 
controllers of the others. Panopticon is the 
first and only archaic form of social control. 
It is interesting that one of the last creations 
of Rossella deals with a dismissed prison, with 

cells in which bodies have disappeared. Such 
disappearance is certainly the sign of a modi-
fication of penalty, but also the clue that the 
Panopticon system spread over society as a  
whole  .
If the Panopticon allows for the understanding 
of the mechanic functioning of power (power 
works as a machine having no regard for the sub-
jects involved in the mechanism), post-modern 
societies rest on a more sophisticated procedure 
of control to which neoliberal ideologies have 
given their broader development. Neoliberal  
societies need to keep elements under control  
in order to ensure their free movement. A very 
specific dialectic between production of free-
dom and control of freedom takes here place. 
Neoliberal societies are avid for freedom; 
therefore, liberalism consumes what it tries  
to produce. We are faced here with a new govern-
mental reason that needs freedom, on the one 
side, and consumes it, on the other. And in or-
der for it to consume freedom, it must produce 
it. If, on the one side, liberalism is in search 
of techniques that govern and administer life  
(that constantly escapes them); then on the other 
side, such encompassing administration turns 
against itself, since the best government is  
the one governing the least. The coexistence of 
these two aspects of liberalism is all the more 
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foucault’s analyses 
of the panopticon in 
discipline and punish 
(new york: pantheon 
books, 1977) are no 
Doubt the Main refer-
ence to this topic. 
his analysis of the 
birth of biopoli-
tics (see secuRity, 
teRRitoRy, popula-
tion. lectuRes at the 
collège de FRance 
1977-78 anD the biRth 
oF biopolitics. lec-
tuRes at the collège 
de FRance 1978-79   
new york: palgrave 
MacMillan, 2008 anD 
2009) the neces-
sary corollary. see 
also the crucial text 
by gilles Deleuze, 
“postscript on control 
society”, in nego-
tiations (1972-1990), 
coluMbia university 
press, new york, 1997, 
p. 177-181. on these 
topics antonio negri 
anD Michael harDt have 
recently expanDeD the 
Most: see, for in-
stance, commonwealth. 
harvarD university 
press, caMbriDge (Ma), 
2011.
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paradoxical for it leads to recurrent  
crises of governmentality.

Crises of governmentality emerge where power 
clashes with life. “The most intense point of 
lives, - Foucault writes - the one where their 
energy is concentrated, is precisely where they 
clash with power, struggle with it, endeavours 
to utilize its forces or to escape its traps”  . 
It is as if Rossella has assimilated and trans-
lated these words into a new and different lan-
guage. First of all, you get the impression that 
she is profoundly interested in what Foucault 
names “The Life of Infamous Men”: all these  
existences wrenched away from themselves or from 
what is considered as the normal course. If it 
is probably impossible to speak of these lives, 
it is no doubt possible to put them on stage,  
as Rossella does. The field of visibility,  
she creates with her work, returns us, under a 
new form, to the impossibility of speaking in 
everyday language of an experience that is un- 
speakable. 
Finally, Rossella’s work shows very well that 
power never takes life as its objective without 
revealing or giving rise to a life that resists 
power. So, the trial and the Aula bunker host 
“subversive people”; the archive of the anar-
chists is a fragment of the history of struggles 

and fights of workers, from the quarries in 1922 
to the anarchical antifascism; the 168 sections 
of the human brain is a history of delirium, in-
dividual and collective, historical and geo-
graphical ... our delirium.

Roberto Nigro, philosopher, specializing in 
French and German contemporary philosophy, is  
a program director at the Collège international 
de Philosophie in Paris; teaches and works at 
the Institute for critical Theory of the Zurich 
University of the Arts in the field of political 
philosophy and theory of aesthetics.
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Michel foucault,  
‘the life of infaMous 
Men’, in J. faubion, 
eD., poweR, op. cit., 
p. 157-175.
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